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Biggest Takeaways
The authors used an approach from ecology for the estimation of the impact of 

unknown data on aggregate queries.

Takes advantage of the concept that the overlap between data sources 
provides a way to estimate the number and values of missing data points.

Demonstrate that cheaper data sources (crowdsourcing) can provide query 
results that are similar to those from more expensive data sources. 



Background
Recent success with crowdsourcing has established it 

as a readily available source of cheap data

With the ability to generate larger datasets, two 
questions still exist:

Does the dataset accurately represent the true distribution?

In what ways does unknown data influence the results of query 
results?

Assumptions of data integration scenario:

Multiple domain-related data sources are integrated into a single 
database



Example: The Impact of Unknown Unknowns
Query: What is the number of employees in the tech industry?

SELECT SUM(employees) FROM us_tech_companies

Note: the paper does not discuss how cleaning can impact this problem

Difference between the ground truth and the observed sum is attributed to 
unknown unknowns (decreases with an increasing dataset size)

Increasing overlap of data sources indicates dataset completeness



A naive solution
A similar effect has been extensively studied in the context of ecology

Species Accumulation Curve - to estimate the number of additional species to be discovered

The naive solution to determining the effect of unknown unknowns

Use species estimation techniques to estimate the number of unknown data points and mean 
substitution to estimate their value

Problems with this approach:

Has strict data collection requirements that are usually violated

Ignores the issue of Missing Not At Random (MNAR) - correlation between the likelihood of 
observation and attribute values.



Contributions of this work
Attempts to estimate the impact of unknown unknowns in the context of query 

results 

Focus on SUM - aggregates

Develop techniques to estimate this impact and derive an upper bound for this estimate

Test the techniques on real and synthetic datasets

The methods developed are used for crowdsourced data but can be applied to 
any type of data

Caveat: cannot predict rare events (black-swan-like data items)



What are “unknown unkowns”
SELECT AGGREGATE(attr) FROM table 

WHERE predicates

From an unknown universe Ω, let D be the 
subset of interest (ground truth)

Size and elements of D are unknown

S = sample with replacement from D

U = D - S

Unknowns are missing values



Assumptions

Data integration combines different data sources

Assume l data sources si with size ni

Every data item in D has a publicity likelihood pi from distribution X

Value likelihood: probability to appear in ground truth and from distribution Y

Publicity-value correlation: correlation between both distributions



Problem statement



Naive Estimator (Chao92)

: current sum over the integrated database K

: estimate of the number of unique data items in D



Naive estimator (cont.)

where                           is the Good-Turing estimator 

the coefficient of variance is 

and 



Frequency estimator
Intuition, f1/n = 1 implies items unique

Many items may still be missing

f1/n = 0 implies all unique values have been observed repeatedly

Less likely there is still unknown data

D

More robust against popular high-impact data items



Bucket estimator
Naive and frequency don’t consider publicity-value correlation

Divide the attribute range into smaller sub-ranges (buckets)

Treat buckets as separate data sets

Estimate impact per bucket and aggregate result

Eg. large, medium, small companiesMore detailed estimate on types of values missing

Variance per bucket decreases



Finding the right size bucket

Static

Divide observed value range evenly into n buckets

Dynamic

Sort the attributes of S

Recursively split the range into smaller buckets only if the estimated impact is 
minimized



Dynamic bucket
Splits result in a larger size estimator

For example, consider when 𝛾 = 0 (ie. uniform)

For non uniform f1



Dynamic bucket (cont.)
Conservative bucket splitting 

strategy

Only split bucket if overall 
estimate for Δ is minimized



Monte-Carlo estimator
Bucketing does not consider the effect of uneven contributions from various 

sources

For a small number of data sources or uneven contributions from sources, S 
diverges from sampling with replacement

Sampling with replacement is a requirement for Chao92

Leads to over/under estimation

Solution: Monte Carlo-based estimator for 

Simulate sampling process

Find parameters Θ that minimize distance function 𝚪 between observed and simulated



Monte-Carlo estimator (generating data)

Assume exponential distribution for publicity

Two parameters

: number of data items 

: shape (skew) of publicity distribution

Goal: determine how well both parameters 
explain the observed S Wikipedia: Exponential distribution



KL Divergence:



Monte-Carlo estimator (finding Θ)



Monte Carlo estimator (cont.)
Using the naive estimator with Monte Carlo     , the estimate is more robust and 

overestimates less.

MC favors solutions where     is closer to the number of observed unique items 
c.



Experimental Setup
Evaluate the various estimators on both real and synthetic data

Real datasets: gathered independently using Amazon Mechanical Turk

Purpose: 

To compare the estimation quality of the different estimators

To compare the sensitivity of the different estimators to skew or imbalance in the data 



Experimental Results - (1) real crowdsourced data 
US tech employment

Query:

SELECT SUM(employees) FROM 
us_tech_companies

Some observations:

Frequency estimator does slightly better than 
the naive estimator

Monte Carlo falls back to the observed result

Dataset Limitation:

The ground truth is from the Pew Research 



Experimental Results - (2) real crowdsourced data
US Tech Sector Revenue

Query: 

SELECT SUM(revenue) FROM us_tech_companies

Some Observations:

Frequency and naive estimators tend to overestimate

Bucket estimator provides almost a perfect estimate 
relative to the ground truth 

Dataset Limitation:

Same as before - ground truth may not be accurate



Experimental Results - (3) real crowdsourced data
GDP per US State

Dataset had issues with streakers (workers which provide 
significantly more data items than other workers)

Query

SELECT SUM(GDP) FROM us_states

Some Observations:

Monte Carlo estimator is the only one that provided a 
good estimate with fewer crowd answers



Experimental Results - (4) real crowdsourced data
Proton Beam

Create a platform for abstract (articles) screening and fact 
extraction

Topic - benefits and harms of charged-particle radiation therapy 
for cancer patients

Information extracted - What is the number of patients in the 
study

Query

SELECT SUM(participants) FROM proton_beam_studies

Some Observations

Naive and frequency estimators overestimate as the number of unique data items increases

Bucket estimator converges to 95k, which is assumed to be the best estimate for the study

Limitations:



Experimental Results - synthetic data setup
N = 100 unique items each with 1 attribute with values ranging from 10 to 100

Simulate the sampling process with an exponential distribution

Can vary the strength of the skew for publicity distributions

Can vary the publicity-value correlation



Experimental Results - synthetic data



Experimental Results - impact of streaker in the 
synthetic data

Extreme case: each streaker contributes 100 data points

Monte Carlo estimator defaults to observed sum from one source

All other estimators fail

Inject 1 streaker: contributes all 100 data points

Only Monte Carlo estimator performs well because it doesn’t assume sampling with replacement



Experimental Results - other queries and upper 
bounds



Limitations
No specific discussion or benchmarks of the runtime for any of the experimental 

results

Difficult to judge accuracy of experiments without a ground truth

Either an overestimate or underestimate is prefered for different queries 

But the general approach attempts to underestimate the query result



Conclusions
In the real data:

Bucket estimator generally works well as long the dataset is not imbalanced

WHY: Assumes a single sample without replacement (maintained in the case of 
independent data sources)

Monte Carlo estimator works best for datasets suffering from streakers (longer runtime)

Caveat: Assumes an exponential distribution for publicity and has an additional cost of 
being a parametric model

More conservative estimate



Related Work
Unlike previous approaches this work estimates the impact of unknown 

unknowns in the context of an open world assumption

Species estimation:

Species estimation techniques like Chao92 that focus on estimating the number of unknown 
unknowns

Survey methodology and missing data:

Past work focuses on sampling-based statistical inferences to estimate population statistics to 
deal with missing data

Sampling-based query processing:

This approach has been proposed for aggregate queries over large datasets (assume a closed 



Questions?


